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            [image: While in Sousse, we went to @elbirouartgallery and checked out their current exhibition and had a chance to chat with the founder of the gallery and current artist in residence @saifradj. The multi media work in the basement of the gallery is an experience that needs to be seen in person. In 10 days, two artists,  Saif Fradj and  Dora Hichri, collaborated on a project focused on the theme of water. Fradj's work included the projection of the ocean from vhs tapes he recorded, with digital recordings of his data set in the centre. Hichri's work responds to Fradj by creating a synthesized image based on the sounds of his video. Visitors can then also change the movement of the images by creating noise, punctuating changes to the environment, and adding themselves to the space shared at the moment.   After visiting the gallery, we went on a self guided public art walk featuring works commissioned by the gallery.   The public art realm in Tunisia has amazed me so far. Most of what I've seen has most likely been unsanctioned graffiti. When I try to find information online, it is hard to come by. I'm sure it is just my algorithm that's in the way of finding the information :)  #publicart #mural #mixedmedia #contemporaryart #tunisianart #exploretunisia #discovertunisia #discover_tunisia #traveltunisia #travelingartists #twoartiststravelling #travel #travelwithme #artwork #artworld #videoarist #graffiti #sousse]
        
    


    

                
            While in Sousse, we went to @elbirouartgallery and checked out their current exhibition and had a chance to chat with the founder of the gallery and current artist in residence @saifradj. The multi media work in the basement of the gallery is an experience that needs to be seen in person. In 10 days, two artists,  Saif Fradj and  Dora Hichri, collaborated on a project focused on the theme of water. Fradj's work included the projection of the ocean from vhs tapes he recorded, with digital recordings of his data set in the centre. Hichri's work responds to Fradj by creating a synthesized image based on the sounds of his video. Visitors can then also change the movement of the images by creating noise, punctuating changes to the environment, and adding themselves to the space shared at the moment. 



After visiting the gallery, we went on a self guided public art walk featuring works commissioned by the gallery. 



The public art realm in Tunisia has amazed me so far. Most of what I've seen has most likely been unsanctioned graffiti. When I try to find information online, it is hard to come by. I'm sure it is just my algorithm that's in the way of finding the information :)
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            [image: Yummy tuna sandwich on the beach! There were fried potatoes and seasoned veggies too.  I never enjoyed canned tuna very much, but Tunisia has shown me it can actually be really delicious. Aaron is very happy to hear this!  #exploretunisia #discovertunisia #discover_tunisia #traveltunisia #sousse #tuna]
        
    


    

                
            Yummy tuna sandwich on the beach! There were fried potatoes and seasoned veggies too.



I never enjoyed canned tuna very much, but Tunisia has shown me it can actually be really delicious. Aaron is very happy to hear this!



#exploretunisia #discovertunisia #discover_tunisia #traveltunisia #sousse #tuna ...
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#tunisia #haircut. ...
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            [image: This evening's sounds of Sousse, accompanied by a lovely sunset.   Wind speed is in the 30s km/hr right now, beautiful but so windy!  In the background you can hear the call to Maghrib prayer. We are currently in the month of Ramadan. After the prayer,  Iftar, observed during Ramadan will happen which is the breaking of fast. It's now time for some delicious food and sweets!  #tunisiatravel #Ramadan #iftar #traveltunisia #exploretunisia #sousse #discovertunisia]
        
    


    

                
            This evening's sounds of Sousse, accompanied by a lovely sunset. 



Wind speed is in the 30s km/hr right now, beautiful but so windy!



In the background you can hear the call to Maghrib prayer. We are currently in the month of Ramadan. After the prayer,  Iftar, observed during Ramadan will happen which is the breaking of fast. It's now time for some delicious food and sweets!



#tunisiatravel #Ramadan #iftar #traveltunisia #exploretunisia #sousse #discovertunisia ...
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            [image: It's a balmy 30 degrees here in Sousse. I think a beach day is warranted.  10 dinar for shade and chairs, that's about 5 Canadian.   Time to relax and listen to the waves.  #sousse #tunisianstyle #tunisiatravel #beaches #gulfofhammamet #mediterranean #mediterraneansea]
        
    


    

                
            It's a balmy 30 degrees here in Sousse. I think a beach day is warranted.



10 dinar for shade and chairs, that's about 5 Canadian. 



Time to relax and listen to the waves.



#sousse #tunisianstyle #tunisiatravel #beaches #gulfofhammamet #mediterranean #mediterraneansea ...
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            [image: Flashback Friday!  Aaron sporting my glasses while in Cairo. Apparently when he wears glasses he has to be stern.]
        
    


    

                
            Flashback Friday!



Aaron sporting my glasses while in Cairo. Apparently when he wears glasses he has to be stern. ...
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            [image: Aaron's mom Debbie and her partner Arnie were on the same continent as us and came for a visit! They were on a trip in Morocco and hopped on over to see us for a week in Tunis, Tunisia. We spent time catching up, eating delicious food, going for long walks and playing card games.   They are now on their way to Italy and we took a train ride to Sousse, where there was standing room only. Luckily we snagged seats, however that also meant that Aaron had peoples butts in his face for 2 hrs while I basked in the sun in the window seat.   Ramadan started this week and at 635pm today a firework went off as those around us broke fast. I hope to capture the sounds tomorrow.   There is a really noisy dog nearby that may disrupt any recording opportunities, but we will see!  #discovertunisia #exploretunisia #Tunis #tunisiatravel #travelwithme #traveltunisia #Ramadan #traintravel #sidibousaid #carthage #family #familyreunion]
        
    


    

                
            Aaron's mom Debbie and her partner Arnie were on the same continent as us and came for a visit! They were on a trip in Morocco and hopped on over to see us for a week in Tunis, Tunisia. We spent time catching up, eating delicious food, going for long walks and playing card games. 



They are now on their way to Italy and we took a train ride to Sousse, where there was standing room only. Luckily we snagged seats, however that also meant that Aaron had peoples butts in his face for 2 hrs while I basked in the sun in the window seat. 



Ramadan started this week and at 635pm today a firework went off as those around us broke fast. I hope to capture the sounds tomorrow. 



There is a really noisy dog nearby that may disrupt any recording opportunities, but we will see!



#discovertunisia #exploretunisia #Tunis #tunisiatravel #travelwithme #traveltunisia #Ramadan #traintravel #sidibousaid #carthage #family #familyreunion ...
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            [image: Last day with Aaron's mom and Arnie! Went for a stroll through the medina in Tunis and then a park in La Marsa and made a doggo friend.  Also found out the park only had one entrance and one exit (found out after walking the entire perimeter). It was nice and peaceful inside though.   Now it's time for a nap.😴   #northafrica #tunisianstyle #tunisiatravel #exploretunisia #discovertunisia #doglife #parks #medina]
        
    


    

                
            Last day with Aaron's mom and Arnie! Went for a stroll through the medina in Tunis and then a park in La Marsa and made a doggo friend.



Also found out the park only had one entrance and one exit (found out after walking the entire perimeter). It was nice and peaceful inside though. 



Now it's time for a nap.😴 



#northafrica #tunisianstyle #tunisiatravel #exploretunisia #discovertunisia #doglife #parks #medina ...
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            [image: More street art in Tunisia. This one found while walking through Sidi bou Said.  #sidibousaid #tunis #tunisia #exploretunisia #discovertunisia #travelafrica #streetart #graffiti]
        
    


    

                
            More street art in Tunisia. This one found while walking through Sidi bou Said.



#sidibousaid #tunis #tunisia #exploretunisia #discovertunisia #travelafrica #streetart #graffiti ...
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            [image: Look at all the old stuff.   #carthage #tunisia #travelwithme #marble #statues]
        
    


    

                
            Look at all the old stuff. 



#carthage #tunisia #travelwithme #marble #statues ...
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            [image: Can't pass the opportunity to take a mirror photo, now can we? I think it's what all the cool kids do these days?  Plus it is very uncommon for us to both be in photo together, extra bonus.   We went to a handicrafts market yesterday, but only after going to the wrong location first. We bought some Harissa and 2 tiny wooden spoons made of olive wood. Then we went to La Goulette for some beverages and tapas!]
        
    


    

                
            Can't pass the opportunity to take a mirror photo, now can we? I think it's what all the cool kids do these days?



Plus it is very uncommon for us to both be in photo together, extra bonus. 



We went to a handicrafts market yesterday, but only after going to the wrong location first. We bought some Harissa and 2 tiny wooden spoons made of olive wood. Then we went to La Goulette for some beverages and tapas! ...
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            [image: We had to say farewell to Mr. Donkey, but he will forever live in these insta reels.  #rollinginthedirt #ridindirty #donkey #farmlife]
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